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Introduction

This paper proved accessible to the majority of candidates.

It used four case studies:

James Bond and Aston Martin cars
Pepsico, dredging of the River Ganges, modes of transport
Book-keeping Services Singapore, promotion, websites, mobile apps and trade journals
Meccano and the development of the Meccanoid robot, mortgages and trade fair

This report aims to provide a tool to use in the classroom. It will demonstrate some 
responses achieving high marks and some where improvements can be made.

Often, the issues identified are experienced by many candidates, in a wide range of centres.  
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Question 1 (c)

Q1c asked for a definition of 'money transfer'. An answer demonstrating reasonable 
knowledge and understanding of this business term would gain one mark for the candidate.

Question 1 (d)

Q1d is another definition question, requiring candidates to define 'yield'.

This is an example of a good response.

Total: 1 Mark
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Question 1 (e)(i)

Q1ei was the first 'state' question in the paper. It requires application of the response to the 
case study. Application cannot be achieved by using any term that is used in the question. In 
this case, that includes AML, James Bond, film and cinema.

However, candidates could extract 'luxury Aston Martin sports cars' or 'car designs' and use 
this to apply their answer to the case study. The example below did exactly that.

When a candidate reads a 'State' command, it can be useful to look at the stem and highlight 
what can be used as application in the answer. Check that this is not used in the question.

Sometimes, candidates forget to apply when answering a 'State' question. It can be helpful to 
circle these particular 'State' command words when the paper is first opened and read, to 
prompt the candidate as they progress through the paper later.

Q1ei is the first 'state' question on the paper.

Candidates need to state one benefit for AML, of the new James Bond film playing in cinemas 
worldwide. This requires application in the answer.

The application cannot be extracted from the question, therefore in this case, cannot be 
James Bond, film or cinema or worldwide.

This candidate makes good use of application by linking the 
advertisement of the car design to the benefit of gaining recognition all 
over the world.

Total:1 Mark
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Question 1 (e)(ii)

Q1eii was another ‘State’ question.

It required candidates to offer an applied reason why AML might choose to raise capital by 
selling shares.

Many candidates were able to offer a reason, but few applied it to the case study.

In this case, application could be achieved by reference to the cars, or car designs, or falling 
sales. None of these is mentioned in the question.

The candidate offers the reason that it was a long-term source of 
finance, suitable because it allowed the business to produce ‘the sports 
cars that are up to date’ thus achieving application back to the case 
study.

Total: 1 Mark
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This candidate offers a very good reason, but does not apply it to the 
case study and therefore does not gain any marks.

Total: 0 Marks

Look back to the case study for application, before starting to answer 
the question
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Question 1 (e)(iii)

Q1eiii required a calculation of profit for the year.

This needed two stages to gain the 2 marks:

selecting the correct numbers from those provided
subtracting Operating expenses from Gross profit
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This response extracts the correct numbers and attempts to subtract 
them in the correct order but miscalculates.

However, this candidate does achieve 1 mark because the workings 
are shown and the first stage is correct.

Total: 1 Mark

Always show your workings, so that you can achieve 1 mark if you 
miscalculate
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This is a correct response.

Total: 2 Marks
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Question 1 (f)

Q1f was the first ‘Explain’ question on the paper. Explain questions need a candidate to offer 
the benefit, or possibly advantage or reason requested in the question and then explain this 
with development in another two stages. The answer must be linked throughout. Candidates 
must avoid offering a list.

This question asked for one advantage to a business of using overseas agents.

This response achieves full marks by explaining, and developing how 
the business is helped, by:

an overseas agent knowing the country's preferences (1 mark)
this allowing the business to alter its products to meet those needs 
(1 mark)

The candidate develops this further to say that this will:

increase sales (1 mark)

Total: 3 Marks
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This response offers one advantage but does not develop that and 
explain how this helps the business.

As a result, the response can only achieve 1 mark.

Total: 1 Mark
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Question 1 (g)

Q1g was another ‘Explain‘ question, asking for one function of a stock exchange.

This response develops the reason of ‘companies to raise more capital’ 
with ’sell shares in the stock exchange to investors’.

'raise more capital' (1)
'listed companies can sell shares in the stock exchange' (1)

However, it does not develop further and becomes repetitive of raising 
more capital.

'earning finance in form of capital' is repetitive of first line.

Total: 2 Marks
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This response achieves full marks with a development of the function of showing all the 
companies in the stock market.

Credit is given for:

'Shows all companies who are in the stock market' (1 mark)
' allows companies to sell shares and investors ...buy' (1 mark)
'provides....companies documents......help them choose... which 
company to invest in' (1 mark)

Total: 3 Marks
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Question 1 (h)

Q1h was the first 6-mark question asking candidates to ‘Analyse’. This was also the first 
question to be marked holistically as a Level of Response with Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3.

Level 1 requires limited applied knowledge and connections
Level 2 requires sound applied knowledge and interconnected points
Level 3 requires detailed applied knowledge and chains of reasoning

Often the weakness lay in the application. If application were missing, this significantly 
reduced the level achieved. There were no marks available for knowledge and 
understanding, without analysis or application.

The stem of the question offered two possible uses of application. One was the £160 000 
price, and the other was the recent drop in sales.

It was very possible to achieve a Level 3 with one chain of reasoning in context, which was 
very detailed. However, it was also possible to offer a slightly less-detailed chain of reasoning 
to achieve the same Level.

Many candidates, therefore, achieved this with just two chains of reasoning, with application, 
for a 6 mark ‘Analyse’ question to achieve a higher level of detail.
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This example achieves Level 3, because it answers with application and 
detail.

Level 3

Total: 6 Marks
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This example achieves a Level 2, with detailed chains of logical 
reasoning but no application.

The chains of reasoning were not quite as detailed as the first example 
but had the response linked the logical analysis to the falling sales, this 
would have entered Level 3.

Level 2

Total: 3 Marks

Always look to the stem for a clue as to the relevant application before 
starting to answer the question
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Question 2 (c)(i)

Q2ci asked candidates to identify the country with the highest e-commerce growth.

Candidates needed to extract the correct country from a table listing details for four 
countries.

Question 2 (c)(ii)

Q2cii asked candidates to identify the lowest value e-commerce sales in 2018, from four 
values offered in a table.

A frequent error is shown here.

Candidates misread the question and identified the country, not the 
value of the e-commerce sales.

Total: 0 Marks

 
Question 2 (d)

Q2d was another definition question. Candidates were required to define a cheque. It was 
necessary for candidates to refer to the cheque being a method of payment, in some way.
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Question 2 (e)

Q2e required the candidate to 'explain' one benefit to a customer of using internet banking. 
This followed the pattern of all 'explain' questions,

Candidates should offer a benefit to the customer and then explain how or why this is a 
benefit, in two developments.

Credit is given for:
avail..services from anywhere (1 mark)
without going to bank (1 mark)
...saves valuable time(1 mark)

Total: 3 Marks

No development, therefore only 1 mark.

Total: 1 Mark
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Question 2 (f)

Q2f was another 'explain' question.

Candidates needed to explain one benefit to the business of a customer using a debit card to 
pay for purchases.

Candidates should check that their response offers a benefit to the business, rather than the 
customer, before they start writing.
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Question 2 (g)

Q2g This was the first 9-mark question on the paper.

It was marked assessing the levels of response. Marks were available for responses with 
applied knowledge, chains of reasoning and evaluation.

The case study centred around the opening of the River Ganges to container shipping and 
how this could possibly benefit Pepsico – or whether the use of roads may offer a better 
alternative.

Again, it was important to look for relevant application when reading the stem. In this case, 
candidates could have chosen to comment and link a chain of reasoning to the:

422 miles apart
15 hours of travelling time for a truck carrying one container
15 days travelling time for river travel, with 50% less cost

Another important thing to do is to look for what the business is trying to achieve. Pepsico is 
trying to meet the demand identified in its market research. Can Pepsico do this best by road 
or river?

There is neither a correct nor an incorrect answer. An argument can be made, through 
applied chains of reasoning, for either option.

It is good practice to follow this with evaluation by reasoning why it may not be a perfect 
option.
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This was a good response.
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The response meets all the requirements of Level 3, with much 
application.

With just a little more evaluation this would have achieved 9 marks.

Total: 8 Marks
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This response achieves Level 1.

It offers application, with limited connections between points, and 
limited evaluation.

This response could move in to Level 2 with just a little development of 
the chains of reasoning and evaluation.

For example, in the first paragraph, how does a lower cost benefit 
Pepsico? Will Pepsico make more profit or will that money be invested in 
marketing to this new market?

In the second paragraph, what effect would goods passing their expiry 
date have on Pepsico and the serving of new customers in this new 
market?

Level 1

Total: 3 Marks

Always try to link your argument back to how this helps the business 
achieve its stated aim
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Question 3 (c)

Q3 used a new case study about Bookkeeping Services Singapore (BSS).

Q3c was another 'state' question. This meant that the question of how BSS could reduce 
stationery costs had to be answered with application to BSS.

Stationery was mentioned in the question so could not be used. The simplest application was 
any stationery that BSS may have used, such as pens and printing paper.

Application achieved through mentioning pens and papers.

Total: 1 Mark

Always check that your answers to a 'state' question have application
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This is a valid possibility, although warehouses or suppliers would be 
the correct response.

This cannot be given any marks because it lacks application.

Total: 0 Marks
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Question 3 (d)(i)

Q3di required candidates to calculate the Total Due on a Statement of Acount.

This question needed an addition of 350+600, followed by a subtraction of 100, to achieve 
850.

Centres may find it useful to remind candidates that when a figure is in brackets (100), this 
means it is a negative figure.
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Q3di The answer of 950 is incorrect.

However the second answer for Q3dii would gain 1 mark because it 
takes the answer of 950 and adds on the Opening Balance of 2,450.

Total: 0 Marks
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Question 3 (d)(ii)

Q3dii took the figure calculated in 3di and required the candidate to add on the Opening 
Balance.

This is a perfect response.

Total: 1 Mark
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Question 3 (e)

Q3e is another analysis 6-mark question.

This question required candidates to analyse why BSS might prefer customers to pay by 
standing order.

Looking at the stem of the question, it was seen that application might be achieved with 
reference to the packages available to customers.

Therefore, a chain of reasoning may be that using standing orders might tempt customers to 
upgrade themselves to a platinum package, because they would have control over the 
standing orders.

The mark scheme offered another two suggestions of how to achieve application. 
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This response achieves Level 3.

Application offered is with reference to the monthly payments for 
packages and the book-keeping services, with detailed chains of 
reasoning.

However, the second argument centres on the ease to customers, and 
not why this might make BSS prefer standing orders. Consequently, the 
response does not quite achieve full marks.

Level 3

Total: 5 Marks
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This response achieves Level 2.

It includes a chain of reasoning which was better than basic, but was 
neither applied nor detailed enough to reach a Level 3.

Level 2

Total: 2 Marks
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Question 3 (f)

Q3g was the second, and last, 9-mark question.

It asked candidates to consider how BSS might achieve its aim of increasing market share.

Responses needed to decide whether this was best achieved through promotion in trade 
journals, or through the launch of a mobile app to offer a new service organising business 
travel.

As the mark scheme shows, application could be achieved with chains of reasoning, either 
using the small business customers or by referencing the geographical spread in which BSS 
operated.

The responses needed to offer chains of reasoning supporting the choice made, and then 
more applied chains of reasoning evaluating why this option may not be perfect.
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This response achieves Level 2

The first paragraph provides a sound chain of reasoning, with 
application to bookkeeping services.

In order to achieve Level 3, this response needs to develop paragraph 
2, to achieve detailed, thorough, evaluation of why trade journals may 
not be a good option.

The mark scheme suggests there is likely to be a lot of competition in 
the trade journals and the advert may not be noticeable.

It may have to be repeated several times and may, as a result, be 
expensive or not achieve the aim of increasing market share.

Level 2

Total: 4 Marks
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This response achieves Level 3.

The first and second paragraphs offer detailed chains of reasoning 
with application of the mobile app option.

The third paragraph offers sound evaluation of the disadvantages of 
the mobile app option.

This response could have achieved more marks by linking this back to 
the aim of increasing market share.

Level 3

Total: 7 Marks
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Question 4 (a)

Q4a was an 'outline' question, which had to be answered with application, to gain the marks.

This response receives no marks because it needs to add in application 
to the valid argument that consumers would then know how to build 
the robot.

'Robot' is in the question, so cannot achieve application. However, the 
candidate could have used 'Meccanoid'.

Total: 0 Marks
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Application is achieved with 'construction toys'.

Full marks are awarded to this response.

Total: 2 Marks
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Question 4 (b)

Q4b was the last 6 mark 'analyse' question.

Candidates needed to analyse why Meccano may have chosen a mortgage to finance the 
development of its factory.

Many candidates were able to extract suitable application, such as the time expected before 
the growth of the market – which was in the region of 10 years – and the fact that the 
mortgage was a long-term source of finance.
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This response is clearly applied to the investment in technology in the 
factory and the cost.

It expands to address why a mortgage is suitable for the time period.

This was a Level 3 response which achieved 5 marks. To achieve 6 
marks, the response may have referred to the growing market that 
prompted the investment.

Level 3

Total: 5 Marks
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This response offers some consequence in the gaining of time to 
improve the factory but does not apply it to the case study.

This is, therefore, a Level 1 response.

Level 1

Total: 2 Marks
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Question 4 (c)

Q4c was the final, 12-mark, 'evaluate' question.

Candidates were asked to evaluate how the London Toy Fair might help Mecccano achieve 
exports of the Meccanoid.

Marks were available for knowledge, application, analysis and evaluation.
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This response demonstrates knowledge and analysis of the business 
visitors to the trade fair, who may help Meccano achieve exports 
around the world.

The chain of reasoning in the second paragraph is applied to the toys 
and related back to an aim of increasing sales. This is a good, logical, 
chain of reasoning.

This is further developed in the third paragraph, with another 
thorough chain of reasoning with reference to the height of the robot 
and how this may attract the visitors.

The second page offers applied evaluation, which is then related back 
to the original aim of meeting the increased demand and the 
dependence on the development of the factory.

This is further developed with reference to the smaller size of the 
London Toy Fair, rather than the Hong Kong Toy Fair.

This is a Level 3 response.

Some areas, particularly the first paragraph are largely generic and 
more application would have increased the marks achieved.

The conclusion is a summary and does not introduce anything new 
into the response.

This may have been developed to consider the short and long term 
benefit of trade fairs. Trade fairs are often used to build relationships 
with international buyers over a long period of time, which may have 
helped Meccano in the launch of future products.

Level 3

Total: 10 Marks
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This response meets all the requirements of Level 1 and moves into 
Level 2 with application of knowledge and chains of reasoning.

The first paragraph offers some limited connections between children 
attending and exports being gained.

The second paragraph offers better and sound application, which 
refers to the interaction of the robot, its programs and features 
attracting buyers at the trade fair. Thus, leading to the increase in 
exports, which is the aim of the business. A sound chain of reasoning.

The second page provides limited evaluation of the possible lower 
value of the London Toy Fair compared with the Hong Kong Fair, but 
needs more development and chains of reasoning to be considered 
sound.

Level 2

Total: 5 Marks
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Paper Summary

Based on their performance in this examination, candidates are offered the following advice:

Key points:-

Remember to apply answers to the case studies for all 'State' questions, all 6-mark, 9-mark 
and the 12-mark question
Link the development of answers to the original benefit or reason in the 3-mark questions
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Grade boundaries

Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-topics/results-certification/grade-
boundaries.html
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